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DETECTABILITY OF LINEAR DISCRETE TIME LINEAR SYSTEMS 
DEFINED BY POSITIVE OPERATORS 
 
V.M. Ungureanu, Constantin Brâncuşi University, Tg-Jiu, ROMANIA 
 
Abstract. In this paper we extend the notion of detectability, introduced in [1] in connection with stochastic 
systems, to a more general class of linear discrete time systems defined by positive operators. We also extend a 
result in [1], which mainly state that, under detectability hypothesis, the considered linear discrete-time system 
is exponentially stable if and only if an associated Lyapunov equation has a bounded solution. 
 
Keywords: operators, Hilbert spaces, Banach subspace. 
 
1. Notations 
Let   U , H   be real finite dimensional Hilbert spaces and let   U , H L   be the Banach 
spaces of all bounded linear operators from   H  into   U . If   , U H   we use the short 
notation   H L  . In general, if  B  is a Banach space, then   LB  will be the Banach space of 
all bounded and linear operators from  B  into B . We shall write   .,.   for the inner product 
and   .   for norms of  elements and operators, unless indicated otherwise. The operator  
A L(H)  is said to be nonnegative and we write   A0  , if  A  is self-adjoint and   Ax,x 0  
for all   x H.  Let   L (H)  denote the cone of all nonnegative operators of   L H .  An operator  
A L (H)  is called positive definite (we will write   A0  ) if there exists   0  such that  
A I 0. By   H E   we will denote the Banach subspace of   L(H)   formed by all self-adjoint 
operators. Assume that   H  is a   m  -dimensional Hilbert space and let   i i 1,..,m {e }   be an 
orthonormal basis in   H.  It is well known that   H E   is a Hilbert space when endowed with the 
inner product  
H
m
ii
i1
G,T TrT G Ge ,Te ,T,G L H .
E  
  Let   N0   be a real nonnegative number. We will denote by  
N
H
lE   the Hilbert space of 
all  sequencees i {0,..,N} G {G i } ,G i L H   equipped  with  the  inner  product  
H
N
N
i1
G,T G i ,T i .
E  In what follows we will denote by   H I   the identity operator on 
H and by   H  the element   HH
N ori
(I ,...,I )   of  
N
H
lE  . An element  
N
H
Xl E   is said to be 
nonnegative (we write  X 0)  iff  X i L (H)  for all  iN  . Let   N
H K   denote the cone of 
all nonnegative elements of  
N
H
l. E   The cone   N
H K   introduces the following order on  
N
H
lE   :  
XY   iff   N
H X Y . K  The sequence   N
n n H {X } N K   is uniformly positive (and we will 
write   n X0   ) iff there exists   0  such that   n X   for all   n. N   We will say that an 
operator  
N
H
t L lE   is positive iff   t X 0  for any  X 0.  
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2. Detectability and uniform exponential stability 
 
Let  I    Z  be a right unbounded interval of integers and let  

NN
HU
t L l ,C t L l ,t EE I  be two positive operators. We will denote by   n,k L   
the evolution operator generated by the sequence   t ,t I , that is   n,k n 1 ... k L  . 
 
 
DEFINITION 1.  We say that   t ,t I  generates an exponentially stable evolution if there 
are   0, 0,1   such that  
nk n,k ,n k 0. L  
 
DEFINITION 2.  We say that the pair  

{ t ,C t }  is detectable if there are the bounded 
sequences  
N
H
N
t L H,U {B t } L l ,l IE   and  
N
t L U,H {F t } l I   such that 
a) the operator  
NN
H H U G t L l ,l , EE     
t X B t X
G t X
B t X C t X
  is positive for all  
t I  
b) the evolution operator   F n,k L   generated by the sequence  
N
H Ft {G t } L l I E  ,  
H not
F H F G t X F t G t X t
Ft
 
is exponentially stable. 
  
THEOREM 1. Assume that the pair  

{ t ,C t }  is detectable. The following statements 
are equivalent: 
1) the equation  

t t 1 Y t Y C t (1) 
has a bounded solution in   N
H. K   (Here  

t ,C t   are the adjoint operators of   t   
and  

Ct  respectively) 
2)   n,k L   is exponentially stable. 
 PROOF. The implication 2)    1) is obviously true. We only have to prove 1)    2). 
The main idea of the proof is the one in [1]. Let us denote   2
F t t t  . 
Arguing as in [1] we deduce that there is   0 0  such that   t   generates an 
exponentially stable evolution operator for all   0 (0, ] . 
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Let us consider the equations 

t 1 t
H
t 1 t t 2
H
X t X ,
X k R ,t k
1
Z t Z F t C t X F t , (2)
Z k R ,t k.
E
E
 
 
As in [1], we can deduce that 

H 1
t 1 t 1 t t H t 1
t k k
Z X t Z X F t G t X
Ft
F t C t X F t ,Z X 0.
 
Since the last terms of the right side of the above equation are nonnegative and  
t   is a positive operator, it follows that   t 1 t 1 Z X 0.  
Reasoning as in [1] we note that, in (2),  
 
2
tt F t C t X F t f C t X ,  
where   t f sup F t I  . Since  

tt X 0,C t X i 0,i {1,..,N},  we deduce that 

t C t X i   is less than the nuclear norm of a  

t C t X i . (Note that in the case of 
nonnegative operators  A   L
+(H), the nuclear norm of A  coincides with  
m
ii
i1
TrA Ae ,e , 
where  i i 1,..,m {e }   is an arbitrary orthonormal basis in  H.  ).  
Moreover,  
 
t H t TrC t X i I ,C t X i  .  
Hence 
    N
t H t H t H t N
i1
C t X I ,C t X i ,C t X C t ,X . 
From (1) we get 

H t t t 1 t t t t 1 t
t t t 1 t t t t 1 t 1
C t ,X Y t Y ,X Y ,X t Y ,X
Y ,X Y , t X Y ,X Y ,X .
 
Therefore we get 

2
11 , , , t t t t t F t C t X F t f Y X Y X  
as in [1]. Now the proof goes on as in [1] and we get the conclusion. 
 
This result is very useful to derive the existence of stabilizing solutions for generalized 
Riccati equations (see [2], [3]). 
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 Conclusion 
 1. If we take   tt t X A XA  ,  

tt C t X C XC     t B t X C XA  , where  
tt A L H ,C L H,U   for all  t I  we will recover the case in [1]. 
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